BODY-WORN CAMERAS FOR CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS

SUPPORT YOUR OFFICERS. MAKE YOUR JAILS AND PRISONS SAFER.

CHALLENGE

Whether your team works in a county jail or state prison, their roles as correctional officers are fast-paced and often dangerous. In addition to day-to-day tasks such as transporting prisoners and handling new inmates, they also have to worry about riots and outbreaks of violence. And while fixed video cameras provide a critical overview of the situation, sometimes you need a first-person perspective of unfolding events to coordinate a more effective response.

SOLUTION

Motorola Solutions has developed a range of body-worn cameras with these issues in mind. Our cameras give you eyes on the scene during an escalating situation while also capturing high-quality evidential video for prosecutorial purposes. By combining recording triggers - including APX™ radios and Yardarm™ Holster Aware sensors - with live streaming capabilities, your officers have one less thing to think about and you can still see the full picture as it unfolds in real time. And once the confrontation has been resolved, you can use our intuitive backend software VideoManager to securely process and share the footage with the justice system. What’s more, our diverse portfolio ensures you can find a solution that’s tailor-made for you - so no matter the size of your institution, there’s a body-camera program that’s right for you.

VB400 BODY-WORN CAMERA

With an intuitive design and simple checkout process, the VB400 makes it easier than ever for your team to capture evidential footage when it’s most important. And by leveraging powerful integrations with existing technology, such as streaming to the Video Management System (VMS) which handles your fixed video feeds, you can improve situational awareness and keep your team safer.

V300 BODY-WORN CAMERA

Designed to go further and record more, the V300 operates continuously with its detachable battery, 128GB of storage space and Record-after-the-Fact™ technology. The V300 integrates with the technology you use day in and day out, such as streaming to CommandCentral Aware, to enhance your focus. With this body camera, you can ensure your team will never miss a moment.

VIDEOMANAGER

VideoManager makes device and video management easy through its simple workflows and straightforward user interface. It simultaneously manages your suite of body-worn cameras while also enabling you to play back, categorize, and process the evidential footage recorded by those cameras. You can even choose between on-premises and cloud architecture, so there’s always a software solution that fits your officers’ unique needs.